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HE TERM “BIBLE” COMES FROM THE GREEK 
biblos meaning “a book,” but we should note at the 
outset of this study that the Bible is infinitely more 

than just a book. You can go to a bookstore, for example, and 
find The Shooter’s Bible if you are a gun enthusiast, The 

Archer’s Bible if you are an archery aficionado, or The PC Bi-

ble if you are a “computer nerd.” In these cases, “bible” is 
used to convey the idea that this book is the definitive book 
on that subject. Likewise, but even deeper, God’s Bible is 
THE definitive work of all works. It encompasses all subjects 
(either in word or principle) and is the sole authority for 
faith and practice. It is also the sufficient authority. While 
some view the Bible as authoritative, they do not view it as 
sufficient, which is the real crux of the matter. 

While the term “Bible” is certainly a valid way to refer to 
God’s Word, in light of what we observed above, the term 
has lost much of its power and uniqueness. After all, how can 
you really compare The Holy Bible with The PC Bible? 

With that in mind, we would submit that we should refer 
to God’s Word in ways that show its uniqueness. One such 
way to refer to God’s Word appears in 2 Timothy 3:16–17: 
“All scripture is given by inspiration of God.” “Scripture” is 
the Greek graphē, which forms the root of many English 
words, such as “photography” and “graphics.” The word 
speaks of drawing, writing, or painting. Eventually the word 
came to be used exclusively in the New Testament as refer-
ring to the “Holy Scriptures,” that is, “sacred writings,” a 
term which, of course, referred back to the Old Testament 
writings. This term appears some 51 times in the New Tes-
tament.  

At this point, some object. They say, “But wait, many 
groups call their writings ‘Scripture.’ Many groups have their 
own sacred writings. Christianity is just another religion that 
has its own collection of writings.” This objection is well-
taken and is the reason for this study. 

The most impressive and significant term for the Bible, 
however, is the term Word of God. This is the term used in 
another crucial text. Our main text (Heb. 4:12), in fact, is one 
of the most critical texts of Scripture that is itself about 
Scripture: The word of God is quick, and powerful, and 

sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the 

dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and 

marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents 

of the heart. This term refers to the complete body of re-

vealed truth. This wonderful term immediately differentiates 
God’s Word from every other word. We find in this extraordi-
nary verse, in fact, seven principles concerning the nature of 
Scripture and the place it should have in the believer’s life.  

First, Scripture is of God. The word “inspiration” we 
noted earlier is the Greek theopneustos, which means the force-

ful and conscious exhaling of God into the Scripture writers. 
The Bible didn’t come by the pithy sayings of ancient sages, 
or from the ramblings of philosophical thinkers; it came by 
the forceful exhaling of God. With His omnipotent energy, 
God consciously “blew” His very words into the writers of 
Scripture, while still allowing for the writer’s personality 
and style. That is the miracle of inspiration. It’s inspiration, 
therefore, that makes Scripture accurate, authoritative, and 
admonitory. Why? Because it’s what God has said. In fact, the 
Bible declares hundreds of times that God Himself is speak-
ing, using such phrases as: “saith the Lord” (854) “the Lord 
said” (219), “Jesus said” (65), “Jesus saith” (43), and “God 
said” (46). 

Further, we see the words “my word” some 15 times in 
Scripture. In Isaiah 66:2, for example, God declares through 
the prophet: “To this man will I look, even to him that is poor 
and of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at my word.” Who is 
God looking for? God is looking for a heart that takes His 

Word seriously, that trembles at His Word. Sadly, many Chris-
tians are not trembling at God’s Word because they’re too 
busy laughing at the jokes being told from the pulpit. Many 
preachers are not trembling because they’re too busy look-
ing for clever sermon titles and preparing little talks that 
boost the listener’s self-esteem.  

But God is looking for people who will take His Word se-
riously, those who believe without doubt that it says what it 
means and means what it says. 

Second, Scripture is quick (i.e. living). Here is one of those 
profound truths of Scripture that should awe and captivate 
us—Scripture is not dead literature; rather it is alive, a living 
entity. The word “quick” in our Authorized Version is an Old 
English word that translates zaō, from which (along with zōē) 

is derived such English words such as “zoology” and “proto-
zoa.” The idea is to have life or existence in contrast to death 
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and nonexistence. In the thinking of the ancient Greeks, life 
was not a thing but vitality. For that reason, zaō and zoē can’t 

be used in the plural. In other words, we don’t possess sev-
eral “lifes” like we could possess several books or shoes; 
rather life is a singular, vital, and active reality. That is what 
Scripture is. It’s not like any other book. It’s alive, active, and 
absolute. 

Third, Scripture is powerful. This is the Greek energēs, 

from which is derived English words such as “energy” and 
“energize.” It, and other words in this group (energeia and 

energeō), picture work that effects something, that accom-

plishes something. Additionally, the predominant idea is that 
it’s God who is the One at work accomplishing His ends. 
Here, then, we see God’s Word working and accomplishing 
something.  

How pivotal that principle is! Sadly, many in the Church 
today simply do not recognize that God accomplishes His 
purposes primarily through His Word. Many Christian lead-
ers are trying to accomplish “God’s work” through their own 
self-designed programs, so-called “ministries,” and other 
means. But none of those have any power whatsoever. 
Though sincere, loving, and zealous, such modern trends in 
reality reflect a very low view of Scripture (whether in-
tended or not). They clearly imply that God’s Word by itself 
is not powerful enough to accomplish His work. But God’s 
Word declares that His Word alone has power and accom-
plishes His work. Romans 1:16, for example, unambiguously 
states that the Gospel itself is the power of God unto salva-
tion. There are many other similar declarations of Scripture, 
such as not only our main text but also the following as well: 
Romans 10:17; 1 Corinthians 1:18–24; 2:1–5; and 2 Timothy 
4:1–4? 

Fourth, Scripture is sharp. Sharper translates the Greek 
tomōteros, a compound comprised of tomos (not in the NT), 

“sharp,” and temnō (not in the NT), “to cut or divide.” The 

picture here is the sharp, very fine edge of a sword. While a 
physical sword can become dull, however, God’s Word is 
forever sharp and is sharper than any other cutting weapon.  

Fifth, Scripture is piercing. Not only does a sword cut and 
slice, but it also stabs and pierces. The Greek behind piercing 
(diikneomai) literally means “to pass through.” Just as a hot 
knife will easily pass through butter with no more than its own 
weight behind it, the Word of God alone, with no help from us, 
will pierce any pretense, prevarication, or perversion. This 
again leads to another principle. 

Sixth, Scripture is divisive and offensive. Simply because it 
is an offensive weapon, the Sword does, indeed, offend. Divid-

ing is the Greek noun merismos, which comes from the verb 

merizō, “to divide into parts,” and therefore refers to the act of 

separating or distributing; in other words, to be brutally 
graphic, it pictures chopping something into pieces. Tragically, 
many today don’t think there should be either strong preach-
ing, because it might offend some people, or authoritative 
preaching, because it might ostracize others. Yes, we are al-
ways to speak the Truth in love (Eph. 4:15), but love must 
never compromise the Truth. 

Seventh and finally, Scripture is discerning. The Greek 
behind discerner here is kritikos. It appears only here in the 

New Testament and from Plato’s day onward referred to “a 
competent, experienced judge.” It comes from the root krinō, 

to scrutinize and sift. That is, indeed, a perfect description of 
the Word of God. It’s The Discerner, The Sifter, The Judge of 
men’s thoughts and even their “intents,” that is, intentions, 
ideas, notions, and purposes (Greek, ennoia).  

In a day when discernment is virtually non-existent, this 
verse needs more emphasis than ever before in the history 
of the Church. I do not make that statement lightly or say it 
just for dramatic effect. In the days of the Reformation, for 
example, there were no gray areas. You either stood on the 
Roman Catholic side or were under the wrath of that system 
because you were a reformer. Today, however, we have gray 
areas everywhere, all shades of gray. There is subtle error 
everywhere, and sifting through it all has never been more 
crucial. To our own peril, instead of wielding the sword 
against the enemy, we are embracing him. 

And so it is, that in literally hundreds of instances the Bi-
ble declares, or at the very least assumes, itself to be the 

Word of God.1 This is what is commonly called “internal 
evidence,” that is, what the Bible says about Itself. The Bible 
does not attempt to prove it is of God, rather it just declares 
itself to be. Almighty God does not need to explain Himself 
or prove Himself to the likes of men. He simply declares the 
Truth, for which men are then responsible. 

But this internal evidence is not the subject of this study. 
This study is about “external evidence.” To illustrate, a defen-
dant in a trial might offer all kinds of internal evidence, such 
as his good character, being an upstanding citizen, and where 
he was when the crime occurred. But if the external evidence, 
such as multiple witnesses, fingerprints, and forensics say 
something different, who are we going to believe? Likewise, 
there is an enormous amount of evidence outside of God’s 
Word that demonstrates that it is, indeed, of Divine origin, 
totally unique, timeless, and authoritative. Let’s look at 11 
historical and irrefutable facts that defy human explanation. I 
like to call these “The Wonders of the Bible.”  

I. Unique Authorship 

No other work can claim the authorship that the Word of 
God claims. Its unique authorship demonstrates itself in at 
least four ways. 

First, written over a 1,600 year time span. As every author 
knows, he or she writes something only once; everything 
after that is painful editing. We tweak here, make an adjust-
ment there, move something to a different place, or just de-
lete  something else altogether (just as I did in this article). 
And  then an editor gets hold of it and changes more. But 
here we see 1,600 years. Another way of saying this is that it 
was written over a period of 60 generations. Think of it! 
How could a collection of writings survive that kind of time 
span? How could it come down through the ages unchanged, 
unscathed, and unscarred? 

Second, written by some 40 authors from every walk of life. 
Here is another amazing and totally incomprehensible fact 
from a human perspective. I have read many books that 
were compilations of articles or essays by various authors, 
but rarely is there total agreement among the writers in a 
book of only 300 or so pages. But here we see a massive 
book by some 40 authors. The world says that men from 
different environments and backgrounds invariably look at 
things differently, having different values and viewpoints. 
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Not so the Bible. Ponder this for a moment: Moses was a po-
litical leader, Joshua a military man, Nehemiah a cupbearer 
(servant), David a shepherd, armor-bearer, and king, Daniel 
a prime-minister, Matthew a tax collector (one of the lowest 
life-forms of that day in the people’s eyes), Luke was a phy-
sician, Peter a fisherman, and Paul a rabbi. How could some 
40 authors possibly write on the same subjects, much less be 
in total agreement on those subjects? Nothing can account 
for that miracle except verbal inspiration. Only the power of 
God could make such a group compatible and unified (and 
we’ll come back to unity in a moment). 

Third, written in different locations. Not only were these 
men socially diverse, but their physical locations during 
their writing was equally diverse. Moses wrote in the middle 
of a wilderness, while many of the prophets wrote in the 
busyness of the city. John wrote in the solitude of his exile on 
the island of Patmos, while Joshua wrote in the midst of bat-
tle. David wrote from the serenity of the countryside while 
tending sheep and from the security of his throne, while Paul 
wrote during the hardships of travel and during the uncer-
tainty of prison. Add to that the fact that the Bible was writ-
ten on three continents, and then try to deny its Divine au-
thorship. 

Fourth, written in different languages. We will return to 
this again a little later, but one of the greatest problems peo-
ple face in this world is the language barrier. And the reason 
for this, of course, is actually sin. It was because of man’s 
rebellion that language became a divider instead of a unifier. 

Having taught at the Haiti Bible Institute, I have faced 
this first-hand. Some words and concepts don’t translate 
well from one language to another. More than once I would 
use an English word or idiom and my poor translator would 
stop, look at me, and say, “What?” I would then apologize for 
being a stupid American and choose another word. Worse, a 
word in one language sometimes does not even have an 
equivalent in another language. Have you also ever noticed 
that even English is sometimes its own barrier from one 
English speaking country to another? How about even from 
the northern and southern United States? My wife and I used 
to travel all over America, and such differences were often 
hilarious. 

Well, the three languages of the Bible (Hebrew, Aramaic, 
and Greek) are vastly different, but God made them work 
together in some truly amazing ways. For example, having 
written two daily devotional books on Greek and Hebrew 
words, it is fascinating for me to observe how concepts from 
the Hebrew translated into the Greek. In fact, every major 
doctrine of the New Testament is present in seed form in the 
Old, even though the two languages could not be more dif-
ferent. This leads us right to the second wonder of God’s 
Word. 

II. Complete Unity 

In spite of the facts that the Bible was written by some 40 
authors over 1,600 years, in different locations, and in dif-
ferent languages, it is still totally unified. Contrary to the ac-
cusations of skeptics and critics, there are no contradictions 
in God’s Word. There is a total unity of doctrine.  

Throughout its many pages, for example, the Bible pre-
sents only one view of God. Now, let’s make this practical for 

a moment. Do you think that we could take 40 writers today, 
even Christian ones, and expect them all to have the same 
concept of God? But that is precisely what we see in Scrip-
ture. Likewise, it presents only one view of sin and deprav-
ity, one method of salvation, and one program for the ages. 
As you read through those pages, never do you find one 
prophecy contradicting another prophecy or one statement 
on a controversial subject opposing another statement. 
What could possibly explain such unity apart from Divine 
control? Louis Sperry Chafer, that well-known theologian 
and founder of Dallas Theological Seminary, wrote this pro-
found statement: “To account for such an amazing book with 
its continuity of development on natural means would de-

mand a greater miracle than inspiration itself.”2 

III. Written In Superior Languages 

Some portions of the Old Testament were written in Ara-
maic. As one scholar tells us: “This language, which shows 
influence in both vocabulary and form in the New Testa-
ment, was the local language of the land of Palestine and 
much of Syria when Jesus and the apostles lived and 
ministered. It was no doubt the language that Jesus used in 
day-to-day conversation.”3 Why use Aramaic? Because it 
would serve to link the Old and New Testaments through the 
Lord Jesus Christ and His apostles who spoke it in everyday 
conversation. 

The vast majority of the Old Testament, however, was 
written in Hebrew. Hebrew is a vivid, pictorial language. It’s 
amazing, in fact, how many English words are used to trans-
late various Hebrew words. By using it God could dra-
matically and pictorially record His mighty acts. Coupled 
with this, Hebrew is also a personal language. Because of the 
pictures it paints, it therefore speaks to the whole man, the 
intellect, emotion, and will.  

We then come to the New Testament. God chose to use 
the Greek language to record His final messages to men. 
Why was this? For one thing, Greek is the most precise of all 
the earthly languages. It has tenses, voices, and moods that 
English does not have. It is for that very reason that as an 
expositor I always go to the languages first. Without an un-
derstanding of what the text actually says, it is impossible to 
get to the Truth. God wanted to use such precision to pre-
sent theological truth clearly, truth which was often only 
pictured in the Hebrew. Additionally, Greek was at that time 
almost universal, being spoken by nearly everyone in the 
world at that time. 

The most fascinating thing about all this to me is how 
Greek came to be the universal language of the day. Recall 
that Aramaic was the common language, but why did that 
change? Because of the conquest of Alexander the Great. He 
marched from modern day Greece, through Asia Minor 
(modern day Turkey), down through Syria into Egypt, back 
across through Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, and to 
the borders of India. By the time of his death in 323 BC, the 
Greek language and culture permeated the known world. 
This empire soon fell to the Romans, but Greek culture still 
dominated. 

The significance of all this is obvious. What an example of 

the sovereignty and providence of God! He wanted the preci-
sion of the Greek language to convey His message. To bring 
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about His purpose, then, He worked through one who didn’t 
even know Him. It’s also interesting that the Greek of the 
New Testament is not the Classical Greek of Plato’s day, 
rather it is the Koine (or common) Greek. The simplified 
Koine actually cleaned up some of the problems of the Clas-
sical and became the better of the two. 

So God wanted precision. That should remind us just 
how much we lack precision in our day. We actually prefer 
ambiguity and uncertainty. How foolish! Oh, how we need 
precision! We need to be precise on doctrine and practice. 

IV. Unmatched In Sale And Circulation 

The Bible remains the best seller every year. Well over 
two billion Bibles and portions of the Bible have been pub-
lished, and that doesn’t even count the electronic publishing 
of our day. Nothing even comes close to this. The Bible also 
remains the most translated of all books in the history of 
civilization. Usually, any book that has been translated into 
half a dozen languages is considered to be most impressive. 
But according to Encyclopedia Britannica, “by 1966 the 
whole Bible had appeared in 240 languages and dialects” 
with “one or more whole books of the Bible in 739 addi-
tional ones.” As of 2005, at least one book of the Bible has 
been translated into 2,400 of the 6,900 languages and is the 
most widely distributed book in the world. Again, nothing 
comes even remotely close to that. Who could accomplish 
that besides God? While we might attribute some of that 
simply to a publisher’s desire to sell books (and that is actu-
ally a problem in some respects), we still do not discount 
God’s sovereignty in taking His Word around the world. 

V. Central Theme 

In light of the Bible’s unique authorship and complete 
unity, it also displays one central theme, The Lord Jesus 

Christ. We see Him throughout the pages, for He is the “Word 
who became flesh” (Jn. 1:14). Some time ago we published 
the booklet We Preach Christ: The Bible Story (also TOTT 

#82). It traces the Lord Jesus from Genesis to Revelation by 
telling the Bible story in a seven act drama: the creation, the 
curse, the comfort, the calamity, the contract, the coming, 
and the consummation. But for now, let’s close part 1 of our 
study by tracing our Lord through His book (this is also in-
cluded in the booklet):  

In Genesis He is the Beginning and the Creator of all 
things. In Exodus He is the Deliverer and the Redeemer. In 
Leviticus He is the Priest, the Sacrifice, the Blood, and the 
Offering. In Numbers He is the Chastizer and the Purifier. In 
Deuteronomy He is the Law.  

In Joshua He is the Conqueror, in Judges the King, and in 
Ruth the Kinsman-Redeemer. In 1 and 2 Samuel He is the 
Annointed King, in 1 and 2 Kings He is the reigning King, in 1 

Chronicles He is the Genealogy, and in 2 Chronicles He is the 
Reviver. In Ezra He is the Temple, in Nehemiah the Walls, 
and in Esther the Deliverer.  

In Job He is the Suffering Servant, in Psalms the Praise of 
God, in Proverbs Our Wisdom, in Ecclesiastes the Teacher, 
and in The Song of Solomon He is pictured in the Beloved 
Bridegroom.  

In Isaiah He is the Coming Messiah, in Jeremiah and Lam-

entations He is the Compassionate Judge, in Ezekiel He is 
Watchman, and in Daniel He is the Returning Messiah.  

In Hosea He is the Loving Redeemer, in Joel the Merciful 
Jehovah, in Amos the Judge of Sin, and in Obadiah the Con-
demning Judge. In Jonah He is the Sent One, in Micah the 
Prince of Peace, in Nahum the Counselor, and in Habakkuk 
the Just One. In Zephaniah He is the Protector, in Haggai, the 
Temple, in Zechariah the Shepherd, and in Malachi He is the 
Messenger. 

In Matthew He is the King, in Mark a Servant, in Luke a 
Man, and in John He is God. In Acts He is the Risen Savior in 
Power, in Romans He is the Gospel, in 1 Corinthians He is the 
Right Conduct, and in 2 Corinthians He is The Authority. 

In Galatians He is the Only Salvation, in Ephesians the 
Church, in Philippians the Only Joy, in Colossians the Eternal 
Glory, and in 1 and 2 Thessalonians He is the Returning 
Christ. 

In 2 Timothy He is the Good Minister, in 2 Timothy the 
Faithful Minister, and in Titus the True Minister. 

In Philemon He is the Law of Love, in Hebrews the Priest, 
and in James the Works of Righteousness. 

In 1 Peter He is the Glory of Suffering, in 2 Peter the Basis 
for Growing in Grace, in 1 John the Basis of Fellowship, and 
in 2 and 3 John He is the Truth. in Jude He is the Faith We 
Contend For, and in Revelation He is the Reigning King. 

In addition to all that, He is the Light of Creation, the Ark 
of the Flood, Aaron’s Rod, David’s Sling, The Lamb Without 
Blemish, and the Cloud and the Pillar of Fire in the Wilder-
ness. He is also Jacob’s Ladder, Manna From Heaven, the 
Bronze Serpent, the Cities of Refuge, and the Book of Life. In 
the Tabernacle, He is the Ark of the Covenant, the Shew-
bread, the Lampstand, the Laver, the Veil, the Brazen Altar, 
and the Altar of Incense. And finally, men such as Adam, 
Abel, Noah, Melchizedek, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, 
Sampson, David, and Jonah were all types of Christ. 

Indeed, the Lord Jesus Christ truly is the central theme of 
the Bible. And without that theme, in fact, we have no Bible. 

We will conclude these “wonders” in our next issue by 
considering six other evidences that are even more unique 
and striking. In the meantime, let us rejoice in the Word God 
has given us. 

  
Dr. J. D. Watson 

Pastor-Teacher, Grace Bible Church 

Director, Sola Scriptura Publications 

 
 
                                                                    

NOTES 
1  E.g., Deut. 6:6-9, 17–18; Josh. 1:8; 8:32-35; 2 Sam. 22:31; Ps. 

1:2; 12:6; 19:7–11; 93:5; 119:9, 11, 18, 89–93, 97–100, 
104–105, 130; Prov. 30:5–6; Is. 55:10–11; Jer. 15:16; 23:29; 
Dan. 10:21; Matt. 5:17–19; 22:29; Mk. 13:31; Lk. 16:17; Jn. 
2:22; 5:24; 10:35; Acts 17:11; Rom. 10:17; 1 Cor 2:13; Col. 
3:16; 1 Thes. 2:13; 2 Tim. 2:15; 3:15–17; I Pet. 1:23-25; 2 
Pet. 3:15–16; Rev. 1:2; 22:18. 

2 Major Bible Themes, Rev. Ed. (Zondervan, 1974), 13. 
3 Norman L. Geisler and William E. Nix, A General 

Introduction to the Bible (Chicago: Moody Press, 1971), 218. 
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 Salvation Is of the Lord: An Exposition of the Doctrines of Grace By a Former Arminian  

NDORSED by evangelicals such as Steven J. Lawson, Thomas J. Nettles, Joel R. Beeke, John M. Frame, Justin 
Peters, and others, this is the record of Pastor Watson’s journey from an outspoken Arminian to a deeply 

devoted expositor of the biblical and historical Doctrines of Sovereign Grace. Several years in the making, this 
360-page book is unique from others for two reasons: it is from a former passionate Arminian who knows those 
arguments well, and it treats these doctrines in an expositional manner instead of the usual topical fashion. After 
laying the all important foundation of how we should approach these doctrines, it then exposits the classic pas-
sages of Scripture that present them. A very special chapter, “The Test of History (Jude 3),” carefully traces the 
history of both Arminianism and Calvinism, demonstrating the consequences of both and the historical ortho-
doxy of the latter. [1 Copy, $13.00; 2–3 copies, $12.00 ea.; 4–5 copies, $11.00; 6+, $10.00 ea.  Also available on 
Amazon.com and for Kindle Reader.] 

����            OTHER TITLESOTHER TITLESOTHER TITLESOTHER TITLES            ���� 

Please see our blog for more information about all our titles, including more about content, sample chapters, endorse-

ments, and ordering information: http://SolaScripturaPublications.blogspot.com/ 
 

         Sovereign Grace Pulpit: The Doctrines of Grace from the Sermons of Charles Haddon Spurgeon 

Winds of Doctrine: A Survey of Contemporary Theology  

The Forgotten Tozer: A. W. Tozer’s Challenge to Today’s Church 

A Taste of Heaven on Earth: Marriage and Family in Ephesians 5:18–6:4 

A Light Unto My Path: An Exposition of Psalm 119 

The Swan Song of the Old Shepherd: An Exposition of Psalm 23 
Truth on Tough Texts: Expositions of Challenging Scripture Passages 

Upon This Rock: Studies in Church History and Their Application 

The Doctrines of Grace from the Lips of Our Lord: A Study in the Gospel of John (Wipf & Stock Publishers) 
We Preach Christ: The Bible Story (booklet) 

A Word for the Day: Key Words from the New Testament (AMG Publishers) 

A Hebrew Word for the Day: Key Words from the Old Testament (AMG Publishers) 

 

 

Sola Scriptura PublicationsSola Scriptura PublicationsSola Scriptura PublicationsSola Scriptura Publications    

Order Form 

 
Name: ________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ______________________________________________________ 
 
City: ___________________________   State: ______   Zip: ____________ 
 
Email (optional) ________________________________________________ 

 

Qty. Title Price Total 

1 We Preach Christ: The Bible Story FREE FREE
*
 

    

    

    

    

Sub-Total  

Entirely Optional Shipping Donation  

TOTAL
†
 $ 

                                                                    
* One FREE copy with any order of at least one other book title. Additional copies may be purchased. 
† We apologize, but to keep prices down, we do not accept credit cards at this time. All proceeds go toward publishing other books.  

EE

P.O. Box 235 

 Meeker, CO 81641 

970-878-3228  

 970-618-8375 

sspmail1521@gmail.com 
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John Calvin for Today JohnCalvinForToday.blogspot.com; 
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A F.I.R.E. Church  

www.FireFellowship.org 
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